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On reflection

Ethnic inequalities in health: should we 
talk about implicit white supremacism?
John Launer

If you live in the United States or the 
United Kingdom and have black or brown 
skin, your health is likely to be poorer on 
average than if you have white skin. You 
are also likely to receive healthcare of a 
lower standard. The statistics are dismal.1 
Between 1991 and 2011, for example, 
Pakistani and Bangladeshi women in the 
UK had mortality rates 10% higher than 
white women. Long- term illness in men 
over 65 was reported by 69% of Pakistani 
men and 64% of Bangladeshi men, 
compared with 50% of white men. 
Women of the same ethnic groups reported 
even higher rates of long- term illness 
compared with white women. Black 
Caribbean men also had higher rates of 
long- term illness than white men. Simi-
larly, a report from Public Health England 
in 2017 showed that children in black 
ethnic groups have higher than average 
levels of infant mortality. The black Carib-
bean group also had significantly worse 
levels of low birth weight and readiness 
for school.2

There are of course some variations 
and exceptions within ethnic disparities. 
People from certain minorities may do 
better than others in different respects, 
while specific individuals may manage to 
buck the trend. Some of the evidence is 
also complicated by the effects of social 
and educational deprivation, as well as 
poverty, which all intersect with ethnicity 
as determinants of health inequality, and 
spread beyond these groups. Having said 
that, ethnicity generally acts as an inde-
pendent variable, augmenting other disad-
vantages. Racism and racial prejudice 
appear to be contributing factors here.3 
These operate in many ways, but one of 
them is through racial biases in the provi-
sion of healthcare.4 In ‘Just Medicine: A 
Cure for Racial Inequality in American 
Healthcare’, Danya Bower Matthews, for 
example, cites studies showing how physi-
cians with implicit biases as measured by 
psychological testing are more likely to 
prescribe pain medications or thrombol-
ysis to white patients than to black ones. 
She argues that such unconscious biases 
held by healthcare professionals further 

increase existing racial inequalities in 
health.5

The same kinds of implicit bias appear 
to play a part in the experiences of staff 
from ethnic minorities in health services. 
According to a report on Workforce Race 
Equality in the UK,6 white applicants 
within the National Health Service are 
1.45 times more likely to be appointed 
to roles from shortlisting, compared with 
Black and Minority Ethnic (BAME) appli-
cants. BAME staff are also 1.24 times 
relatively more likely to enter the formal 
disciplinary process compared with white 
staff. Within the medical profession, 
1.1% of BAME doctors were referred to 
the General Medical Council (GMC) by 
employers during 2012–17 compared 
with 0.5% of white doctors.7 As the 
GMC report points out, the influences 
leading to these disproportionate rates 
of referral are ‘multiple and intricately 
linked.’ Risk factors for BAME doctors 
include their status as social 'outsiders’, 
isolated or segregated working, lack of the 
support and feedback that would be given 
to ‘insiders’, and organisational cultures 
seeking a vulnerable individual to blame 
when something goes wrong.

ThE biggEr picTurE
Two things are striking about all these 
statistics. One is how consistent they are in 
relation to both recipients and providers 
of healthcare. The other is that they are 
usually presented in a compartmental-
ised way, rather than as a single social or 
political phenomenon. It is rare to come 
across accounts that join up the dots, or 
explain that these are largely different 
manifestations of the same underlying 
causes. The also applies, broadly speaking, 
to the remedies prescribed for these prob-
lems. At the level of population health, 
researchers rightly point to the need for 
better housing, education and employ-
ment opportunities in the kinds of areas 
where poorer minorities live.8 Within the 
health service in the UK, staff are tested 
regularly on their knowledge of equality 
and diversity policies, and there are 
mandatory procedures aimed to prevent 
unfair job selection or promotion – even 
though these seem to be largely ineffec-
tive.9 Meanwhile, medical educators are 
now using imaginative ways to promote 

an awareness in their students of multicul-
turalism and social justice, in the hope that 
this may lead to more equitable care.10–12 
Yet all these proposed fixes, and many 
others, are presented in isolation from 
each other. The discussion seems to be 
constrained by an unexpressed rule not to 
speak about the bigger picture.

I want to suggest that the unspoken 
bigger picture is in fact the long and 
enduring shadow of colonialism. People 
with black or brown skin who live in soci-
eties that are mostly populated by people 
with white skin, and largely ruled by them, 
are not there by random chance. Although 
the trajectory of each individual, family or 
group may have been entirely different, 
their forebears are all likely to have lived 
in remarkably similar circumstances. They 
were under the subjection of people who 
either came from very far away (like the 
English in India), or had the military and 
naval power to transport others from far 
away (like slave traders). In both cases, 
the ruling people also had the power 
to make their subjects do as they were 
told – in some instances relatively, but 
in others absolutely. One could elaborate 
this picture in many ways, and touch on 
aspects of history like the exploitation of 
natural resources and labour leading to 
pressure to emigrate, or mass displace-
ments of people and extermination. Even 
without doing so, a common thread in all 
these ancestral experiences is the convic-
tion possessed by their conquerors, in 
many cases backed up by spurious scien-
tific theories, that they were innately supe-
rior to those they had conquered.13

impliciT whiTE suprEmacism
In many ways, this colonial history remains 
with us. It persists most obviously in the 
lessons that our children are still taught, 
where they may learn ‘how the west was 
won’ in the US, or how the British Raj 
‘civilised’ India, rather than seeing these 
through the eyes of the native inhabitants 
(and of most modern historians). Iron-
ically, these narratives may be internal-
ised by many of the descendants of those 
who were once occupied or enslaved. 
It continues to be echoed in the media, 
where the failings of politics in the west 
are depicted as aberrations, but portrayed 
as the norm in so- called ‘less developed’ 
countries.14 15 Beyond that, colonialism 
may sometimes be present in a reflex 
assumption of members of the dominant 
ethnic group that outsiders (especially 
if their ancestors originated from the 
southern hemisphere) have more to learn 
from white people than vice versa. Such 
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attitudes, both psychological and phys-
ical, are not always passed on consciously. 
They are conveyed from generation to 
generation even without words, but they 
guide people as to whether to ask or not 
to ask certain questions, to listen or not to 
listen to the answers, and to decide what 
action to take.

Most of us rarely come across explicit 
white supremacism in as brutal a form as it 
existed previously, although in recent years 
it has been shocking to see it re- emerge 
publicly in a way that was unimaginable 
for a very long time. Yet implicit white 
supremacism may still be with us far more 
than we are willing to concede – at every 
level from the individual to the organisa-
tion and entire society.16 If we cannot now 
name it, help people to become aware of 
its pervasive nature, and address it explic-
itly, all our other efforts at addressing 
ethnic inequalities in health may only be 
tinkering at the margins.

Twitter John Launer @JohnLauner
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